
    
 

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS  

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP HILL CLIMB 2022 - IMN 123/07  
   
1. ANNOUNCEMENT  
The MOTO CLUB X SPORTS GAMES  organizes the final round of the European Championship 2022 Hill Climb 
5RDG�5DFHV�RI�WKH�),0�(XURSH��+LOO�&OLPE�³FRANGY´�from 3st ÷ 4 september 2022.  
 
The event is valid for the :  
Final round of French Championship Hill Climb Road Races 2022 ± FFM 457  
Round of Swiss Championship FHRM and SMLT ± FFM 457  
  
2. THE SECRETARIAT OF THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE  
Address of the organizing committee : X SPORT GAMES . before and during the event:  
19 rue du Grand Pont 74270 FRANGY ± France   
Phone +33 664 103 227 - +33 631 329 936  - E:mail xsportsgames@gmx.fr  
   
3. CIRCUIT  
Address of the circuit: Route de Bossy ± RD 910 ± 74270 FRANGY  
Racetrack is the road from Frangy to Rumilly with the distance of 3km. The road is closed at the public traffic during 
the official trainings and races.  
   
4. JURISDICTON  
The races will be held under the FIM Europe General Rules, the specific rules for Hill Climbing Road Races, the 
technical rules of FIM and FIM Europe, the national rules of the FFM, this supplementary regulation and eventually 
to decreed implementing rules apply.  
https://www.fim-europe.com/hill-climb-road-race-2/#1473085152634-4cf2a877-b912        
https://pratiquer.ffmoto.org/media/document/reglement-championnat-de-france-de-la-montagne  
   
5. OFFICIALS  
-  Jury President:      MARQUEZ Armando ± Licence no 16073 
-  FFM Delegate:      GUERIN Thomas - Licence n° 070578  
-  Head of Organization:    Frédéric BELLAVOINE ± Noémie BELLAVOINE 
-  Clerk of the Course:    Claudine GUERIN- Licence n° 139719   
-  Secretary of the meeting:    Corine MILLE 
-  Chief of Technical Inspection:  Nils MOULIN± Licence   
-  Chief of Timekeeper:    Evelyne LARGUIER ± Licence 063224 
-     Place/Room of the Jury during the event: near the start.  

  
6. CATEGORIES AND CLASSES  
The following classes are foreseen:  
  
European Championship Hill Climbing Road Races 2022 / Categories and Classes:   
- 25 power        Number Race 001 à 099 
- 300         Number 101 à 199   
- Supermoto OPEN               Number Race 201 to 299  
- Supersport 600 cc inclu Superstock        Number Race 301 to 399  
- Superbike 1200 cc inclu Superstock         Number Race 401 to 499  

https://www.fim-europe.com/hill-climb-road-race-2/#1473085152634-4cf2a877-b912
https://pratiquer.ffmoto.org/media/document/reglement-championnat-de-france-de-la-montagne


 
 
French Championship Hill Climbing Road Races 2022  
- 25 power        Number Race 001 à 099 
- 300         Number Race 101 à 199   
- Supermoto OPEN               Number Race 201 to 299  
- Supersport 600 cc inclu Superstock        Number Race 301 to 399  
- Superbike 1200 cc inclu Superstock         Number Race 401 to 499  
- Side-cars        Number Race 501 à 599 
- Quads        Number Race 601 à 699 
- Moto ancienne      Number A1 à A999 
- Order to start   
will be definitively based on the number of drivers per category the day of Race and announcement during the briefing 
 
7. ENTRY, ENTRY FEE  
The entry has been done on the official entry form, enclosed to the supplementary regulations.  
For the European Championship classes, the additional FIM Europe entry form must be signed.  
Closing 7/08/2022 (mandatory for European Championship participants)  
The Entry fees to be paid and covering, both, the French Championship Hill Climb and European Championship 
2022 Hill Climb Road Races of the FIM Europe Hill Climb are the following  160,00 euros for entry no later than 
7/08/2022 - for 1 round European championship - After the dead line of 7/08/2022, a surcharge of 25 euros. 
 
The payment of all entry fee classes has to be paid by bank transfer. The bank details are the following:  
X SPORTS GAMES  
Banca: BANQUE POPULAIRE  
Bank Account Numbers:  
IBAN FR76 1680 7000 5536 1229 8821 748 - BIC: CCBPFRPPGRE 
The attached forms, FIM EUROPE Entry Form for the European Championships. The French Entry Form 
LVQ¶W�necessary for the European Championships, that must be filled and sent by mail at 
xsportsgames@gmx.fr  together with the copy of Certification of Payment.  
  
The original copy of Certification of Payment has to be presented at the administrative check.  The Entry Fee will be 
refunded only if the organizers cancel the event.  
  
Foreign riders have to hold an appropriate license, a permission for participation in another EU country and an 
accident insurance in accordance with the sporting code of the FIM Europe.  
Each competitor is only allowed to star once per class/competition and he is also only allowed to attend the event in 
maximum two classes.  
the organizer will inform all riders after the entry deadline, whether they are accepted or not in accordance to the 
general championship terms of the FFM. Each vehicle can be nominated once and has start in its category and its 
class according to its engine capacity.  
  
A set of 3 starting numbers will be not provided by the organizer. The starting number have to be fixed at the 
predetermined position in front, left and right due to the decision of the technical stewards.   
Otherwise, the competitor is not allowed to race or practice.  
  
Riders in the EC classes must be in possession of a valid and signed Road Race license from the FIM Europe (annual 
or one event), or from another CONU and/or from his National Federation (FFM). Riders with FIM Europe license 
must have a written approval of their National Federation with an accordance to participate.  
   
8. TECHNICAL INSPECTION AND ADMINISTRATIVE CHECK  
No rider or machine is permitted on the track unless he/it has passed the technical inspections, which will be held 
according to the following schedule:  
  
The Administrative Check will be held at the Paddock entrance.  
FRIDAY,    02/09/2022:  17,00 ÷ 20,00 in the Riders Village 
SATURDAY,   03/09/2022:  07,00 ÷ 09,30 in the Riders Village  
  



9. TECHNICAL CHECK  
The Technical Check will be at the paddock entrance as follows:  
FRIDAY,    02/09/2022:  17,00 ÷ 20,00 in the Riders Village  
SATURDAY,   03/09/2022:  07,00 ÷ 09,30 in the Riders Village  
 
After the Technical Check the vehicle will be marked and the control slip is kept by the steward.  
No rider and no vehicle are allowed on the Race Track without passing the Technical Check.  
Driving on the racetrack outside the specific practice times with race vehicles is strictly forbidden.  
  
10. RACES  
Official scheduled trainings (free and timed) 
SATURDAY,   03/09/2022  ÷ 10,00 and SUNDAY 04/09/2022 ÷ 08,00 
SATUDRAY, 03/09/2022 ÷ 15,00 and SUNDAY 04/09/2022 ÷ 10,00 
The start of the first race of the round of European Championship well be:  
SUNDAY,  04/09/2022 ÷ 14,00  
The start of the second race of the round of European Championship well be:  
SUNDAY,  04/095/2022 ÷ 16,00  
Award 19,00 in the locality in the Riders Village ± FRANGY- Outside the Hall Métandier  
  
11. PRIZES  
There is no price money foreseen.  
  
12. PROTESTS  
All protest must be made in accordance with the requirements of the FIM Europe Disciplinary and Arbitration Code 
and be accompanied by a fee of Euro 350,00. Appeal see FIM Europe Disciplinary and Arbitration Code  
   
13. INSURANCE  
By endorsing the application form for entry, the FMN of the rider certifies that the rider (or the passengers) is insured 
an accordance with the FIM requirements.  
In conformity with Art. 110.1 of the Sporting Code, third party insurance in respect of riders and passengers covering 
accidents occurring during the event including practices will be the responsibility of the organizer.  
This insurance included a guarantee of Euro 6.000.000,00 (local currency).  
The organizer disclaims all responsibility for damage to a motorcycle, its accessories and components arising out an 
accident, fire or other cases.  
  
14. RENUNCIATION OF ANY RECOURSE AGAINST SPORTING AUTHORITIES  
Apart from the requirements of the FIM Europe Sporting Code, riders and passengers by participating, renounce all 
right of appeal against the organizer, his representatives or agents by arbitration or before a tribunal or any other 
manner not foreseen by the FIM Europe Sporting Code for any damages for which they could be liable in consequence 
of all acts or omissions on the part of the organizer, his officials, representatives or agents in the applications of these 
regulations or contributed to or arising out of their actions.  
  
Place and date: FRANGY - from 03st ÷ 04 September 2022.  
The Organizer: MOTO CLUB X SPORTS GAMES 
The Clerk of the Course: Claudine GUERIN  
Approved on: ________________________ 
 

Approved on: 2022 26 07 
 
 
 
Martin Hejduk  
FIM Europe Road Racing Commission Chairman 
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